Abstract. Synthesizing proper implementations for scenario-based specifications is often impossible, due to the distributed nature of implementations. To be able to detect problematic specifications, realizability criteria have been identified, such as non-local choice. In this work we develop a formal framework to study realizability of compositional MSC [GMP03] . We use it to derive a complete classification of criteria that is closely related to the criteria for MSC from [MGR05] . Comparing specifications and implementations is usually complicated, because different formalisms are used. We treat both of them in terms of a single formalism. Thereto we extend the partial order semantics of [Pra86, KL98] with a way to model deadlocks and with a more sophisticated way to address communication.
Introduction
For scenario-based specifications of distributed systems (e.g. in terms of Message Sequence Chart, MSC), it is often impossible to synthesize an implementation with exactly the same behavior. This is caused by the distributed nature of implementations. The best-known phenomenon leading to problems is non-local choice [BAL97] , but also other criteria [HJ00, Gen05, MGR05] have been proposed to determine realizability of specifications in practice [MG05] . In this work we develop a formal framework to study such criteria for the MSC extension that is called compositional MSC [GMP03, MM01] .
Most realizability criteria seem to be tricky formalizations of intuitions about realizability. In contrast, we formally study under what circumstances specifications are trace equivalent to their implementations, and derive a condition that is both necessary and sufficient. From this condition, we derive a complete classification of realizability criteria for compositional MSC. The resulting formal criteria can easily be related to our intuitive criteria in [MGR05] .
Several kinds of semantics have been proposed for MSC specifications (e.g. [KL98,Ren99,Hey00,UKM03]), while implementations are typically expressed in terms of finite state machines. To compare specifications and implementations, two different formalisms must then be related, usually via execution traces (in fact a third formalism). We prefer to use one single formalism for both implementations and specifications, and we want to stay close to the MSC specification formalism. Therefore we use a partial order semantics [Pra86] for our study, and sketch the relation with operational formalisms. In addition to the partial order model in [Pra86, KL98] , we introduce a way to model deadlocks and a more sophisticated way to deal with communication.
Overview In Section 2 we introduce our partial order model, which we extend with communication in Section 3. These two sections are rather independent from MSC, but they are the basis of the semantics of compositional MSC in Section 4. In Section 5 we define the typical way of synthesizing an implementation; trace equivalence between specifications and such implementations is studied in Section 6. Finally in Section 7 we classify various realizability criteria. The conclusions and further work are presented in Section 8. In the appendix, proofs are listed for the interested reader.
Extended partial order model
In this section we define a partial order model and extend it with deadlocks, to make it suitable for studying realizability criteria.
Running example
We illustrate our techniques using a running example. Figure 1 contains a (highlevel) MSC consisting of the three basic MSCs ex1, ex2 and ex3. It specifies the behavior of process instances X and Y , such that first the behavior of ex1 occurs, followed by either the behavior of ex2 or the behavior of ex3. For reference purposes we have included arbitrary event names (e 1 to e 13 ) in the basic MSCs.
LATERs: LAbeled Transitive Event Relations
As a semantic model of behavior, we introduce the notion of a later, which is an acronym for labelled transitive event relation. A later (E, <, l) is a triple that consists of an event set E, a transitive causality relation <: < ⊆ E × E and a labeling function l : E → L for a given set of labels L. The behavior of a later is such that any event e : e ∈ E models a single action with label l.e; the event can occur at most once and it may only occur after all events f : f < e have already occurred. The notion of an event is used to handle multiple occurrences of an action with the same label. Compared to the partial orders in [Pra86] , a later is an lposet in which the partial order constraint has been weakened.
In our running example, let laters p 1 , p 2 and p 3 correspond to the basic MSCs ex1, ex2 and ex3, such that only the causalities per instance (on each vertical axis) are considered, i.e. without communication. So, p 1 = ({e 1 , e 2 , e 3 }, {e 2 < e 3 }, l 1 ) and as we will see later on l 1 = {e 1 →!(a, X, Y ), e 2 →?(a, X, Y ), e 3 → !(b, Y, X)}. The structure of p 1 can be visualized as e 1 e 2 e 3 such that relation < corresponds to the transitive closure of relation →.
In an interleaved execution model where the events are labeled with atomic actions, the maximal behaviors of a partially ordered later are its linearizations. The linearizations of a later (E, <, l) are the execution traces e 1 ·. . .·e n such that e i ∈ E for each index i, and for each two indices i and j both e i = e j ⇒ i = j and e i < e j ⇒ i < j. The linearizations of later p 1 are e 1 · e 2 · e 3 , e 2 · e 1 · e 3 and e 2 ·e 3 ·e 1 . We prefer to reason about partial orders, because they are better related to MSC and they avoid decomposing each partial order into several over-specific total orders. Another advantage is that true concurrency can be modeled.
The most elementary laters are the empty later, with no events, and the singleton laters, with only one event with a label k : k ∈ L. We introduce the following abbreviations for them:
Isomorphism
The event set of a later is abstract in the sense that a consistent renaming of the events yields a later with the same behavior. This is formalized in the following notion of isomorphism. Laters (E, <, l) and (E , < , l ) are isomorphic, denoted (E, <, l) (E , < , l ), if there is a bijection ∼: ∼ ⊆ E × E such that both -(∀e, e :: e ∼ e ⇒ l.e = l .e ) -(∀e, f, e , f :: e ∼ e ∧ f ∼ f ⇒ (e < f ≡ e < f )) Relation is an equivalence relation. In what follows we will hardly mention explicitly, and implicitly assume that where necessary has been exploited to obtain suitable laters, e.g. ones that are event disjoint. This conforms to the style used in [KL98] .
Elementary later operators
We often need to relate events to the instance (i.e. computational unit or process) in which they occur. We assume a fixed set of instance names I, and a function 1 φ : L → I that maps labels to the instance in which the actions with that label occur. To construct larger laters from the elementary laters, we use the following elementary operators on event disjoint laters (i.e. E p ∩ E q = ∅):
where 
Deadlocks
A later (E, <, l) contains a deadlock if there is an event e : e ∈ E such that e < e. Conversely, a later is deadlock-free if the (transitive) causality relation is a strict partial order, i.e. the conjunction of the following holds:
-irreflexive: (∀e :: ¬(e < e)) -asymmetric: (∀e, f :: ¬(e < f ∧ f < e)) -transitive: (∀e, f, g :: e < f ∧ f < g ⇒ e < g)
The definitions of deadlock and deadlock-free are consistent, since asymmetry implies irreflexivity, and transitivity plus irreflexivity implies asymmetry. In particular, all laters that can be obtained from the elementary laters using the elementary later operators are deadlock-free. For example, consider later p 5 (to be defined in Section 3) with the following structure: e 1 e 2 e 3 e 8 e 9 e 10 e 11 e 12 e 13 . In this later there is a circular dependency between events e 10 and e 11 . From the transitivity of relation < it follows that e 10 < e 10 , hence e 10 is a deadlock.
The interpretation of the causality relation is such that the set of events "behind any deadlock" cannot occur either. We define the set of deadlocked events ∆ for a later (E, <, l) as follows:
In our example we obtain ∆.p 5 = {e 10 , e 11 , e 12 , e 13 }, and hence events e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 8 and e 9 are the only events that can occur in later p 5 .
Prefix
A natural way to compare laters is to compare their possible behaviors. If all possible behaviors of a later p are contained 2 in the possible behaviors of a later q, we call p a prefix of q. To determine whether p is a prefix of q, we only need to consider the deadlock-free part of p. If p is a prefix of q, then (1) p may contain fewer events than q, (2) on this smaller event set, p may contain more causalities than q, (3) q's labeling of events is respected by p, and (4) for each event that is in both p and q, all events that precede the event in q are also in p.
Formally, later p is a prefix of later q, denoted p q, if for some laters (E p , < p , l p ) p and (E q , < q , l q ) q the following four conditions hold:
In the running example several prefix relations hold, such as p 1 p 4 and p 1 p 5 .
As a corollary of p q, we have [KL98] , our definition is more explicit, it can deal with deadlocks and it allows < q ∩(E p × E p ) to be strictly smaller than < p .
Parallel composition is monotonic in both arguments, while both kinds of sequential composition are only monotonic in their second argument (since deadlocks are invisible). In general, sequential composition is not monotonic in its first argument. For example, let
q. This observation has directed our study in Section 6.2 towards an action-prefix alike operator instead of a full sequential composition operator.
A special kind of prefix is a causality extension:
As an example consider later p 5 , which is a causality extension of later p 5 .
Projection
To restrict the set of events of a later, we define a projection operator π that restricts a later to the events in instance i as follows:
Its relation with parallel composition is p ( i : i ∈ I : π i .p), and it is monotonic with respect to causality extensions:
Sets of laters
Usually a single later cannot describe all possible behavior of a system. Thereto we study a set of laters (which is the notion of process in [Pra86] , and pomset in [KL98] ), which represents the set of behaviors of the individual laters. We lift each elementary later operator ⊕ and the projection operator π as follows:
To lift the prefix order , we define order as follows:
Order is a pre-order with smallest element ∅. Like before, parallel composition is monotonic in both arguments, while both kinds of sequential composition are only monotonic in their second argument. Relation . = defined as
is an equivalence relation. Equivalence P . = Q denotes that P and Q have the same sets of deadlock-free prefixes, which means that they are trace equivalent.
Asynchronous communication
In this section we develop an operator that introduces in a later the causalities that correspond to asynchronous message communication. To model distributed systems with communication via message passing, some labels are used to denote sending or receiving a message. The most liberal causalities are obtained by matching sends and receipts in their order of occurrence. This does not require that messages with identical names are communicated in FIFO order.
Label-wise trichotomy
To match events properly, we need to determine the order in which events with identical labels occur. For simplicity reasons, we assume for each label that the events with that label are totally ordered; at least, in the deadlock-free part of the later. Since this deadlock-free part is strict partially ordered, we only need trichotomy (or comparability) for events with identical labels. For notational convenience, we require this property for the whole later and for all labels.
The label-wise trichotomy property T is defined as follows:
As we will see in Section 4, this only imposes a few, acceptable restrictions to MSCs. This property is maintained under causality extensions and event restrictions, it holds for the elementary laters, and it is maintained under sequential composition; only for a parallel composition (
Communication causalities
We define operator Γ.p, which introduces the communication causalities in a later p. For compositional MSC, we must also address communication between two sequentially composed laters. Thereto we introduce an extra parameter t to denote the entire preceding behavior of later p in terms of a later. For each message m, we must ensure that each receipt event (with label ?m) is preceded by the corresponding/matching send event (with label !m). In case there are more receive events than send events, these remaining receipt events are turned into deadlocks. Thus we obtain (provided T.t and T.P hold):
In this definition, first an auxiliary later (E , < , l ) is computed as the sequential composition of t and (E, < b , l). Then causalities < c are defined for the matching communications, and causalities < d are defined for the deadlocked receipt events. Finally, only the causalities on events E (i.e. not on events from previous behavior t) are added to later (E, < b , l For p 4 this then boils down to: e 1 e 2 e 3 e 4 e 5 e 6 e 7 . For p 5 , the result was already visualized in Section 2.
The role of parameter t of Γ is illustrated in the following important property of sequential composition (see also Section 6):
Since Γ is a causality extension, it maintains predicate T . However, Γ can introduce deadlocks. The following are some other properties of Γ :
Semantics of compositional MSC
Using the preceding concepts, we define a semantics of compositional MSC as an extension of the MSC semantics of [KL98] . For simplicity reasons, we delay the introduction of the communication causalities; in Section 6 we will show how they can be introduced earlier (like in [KL98] ). We start by giving the semantics of basic MSC, then the semantics of high-level MSC, and finally we complete this semantics by including the communication causalities. To ensure that predicate T is satisfied, we assume that no instance name occurs more than once per bMSC [Ren99] , and we require that in each co-region the events are label disjoint. The interest in co-regions is usually very limited (they are completely excluded in [HJ00,GMP03]), so this is no severe restriction. The unrealistic assumption that for each message name there is at most one send event and at most one receipt event per bMSC [KL98] , is not required here.
Basic MSC
The semantics (without communication) of basic MSC B in instance-oriented textual representation [Ren99] is defined as a later M bmsc [[B]] as follows:M bmsc [[ ]] = [ ] M bmsc [[inst i; S endinst; B]] = M inst [[S]](i) M bmsc [[B]] M inst [[ ]](i) = [ ] M inst [[a; S]](i) = M inst [[a]](i) • S M inst [[S]](i) M inst [[in n from j]](i) = [?(n, j, i)] M inst [[out n to j]](i) = [!(n, i, j)] M inst [[local b]](i) = [b(i)] M inst [[co endco]](i) = [ ] M inst [[co a; C endco]](i) = M inst [[a]](i) M inst [[co C endco]](i)
High-level MSC
The semantics (without communication) of high-level MSC A in textual representation is defined as a set of laters M hmsc [[A]] as follows:
] is a strict partial order, and satisfies predicate T . We do not explicitly address iteration, since it is just repeated sequential composition.
MSC
Finally we introduce the causalities imposed by communication: . Note that the application of Γ t may introduce deadlocks, which violate the strict partial order property. This illustrates one of the reasons for our extended partial order semantics.
Using the example laters from Sections 2 and 3, the semantics of the MSC in Figure 1 corresponds 
These two laters represent the possibility of either performing ex1 followed by ex2, or ex1 followed by ex3.
In [GMP03] there is a restriction that receive events in bMSCs may not be matched to send events in future bMSCs. In [MM01] an extension is proposed that drops this restriction. We consider the extension, since the original restriction conflicts with elegant rules, like sequential composition of two bMSCs being equal to simply connecting the instance axis [Ren99] .
Implementations
In this section we explain how specifications are implemented. The difference between a specification and an implementation is that a specification describes behavior in terms of all instances, while an implementation describes behavior in terms of each individual instance. Thus an implementation for an instance can be represented by a set of laters that contain events of that instance only.
To synthesize an implementation, the specification is decomposed according to the instances. The joint execution behavior of an implementation is obtained by recomposing the instances. We do not consider the unusual implementation with message parameters proposed in [Gen05] , which effectively boils down to renaming the messages and shifting the moments of choice. In such an implementation, additional parameters in a request message are sometimes used to fix the choice that should made by the receiver of the request.
Decomposition
The typical decomposition D of a set of laters M to its instances is:
In this set, each instance name is mapped to the corresponding projection of M . Since projection is an event restriction, predicate T is maintained.
For our running example, the decomposition of the laters, D. Let us briefly investigate what might be lost by decomposition. For a singleton set {(E, <, l)}, note that E and l are partitioned per instance, and hence only the causalities between different instances are lost. For each later in a larger set M , also the link between its projections in the different instances is lost.
Recomposition
To study the joint execution behavior of the decompositions, the decomposition has to be recomposed. Using the definition from the previous section, the typical recomposition R of a decomposition becomes:
This is a proper definition provided T.M holds, since T is maintained under parallel composition with disjoint labels. The projections are label-disjoint, since for each label k all events with that label belong to one instance, viz. φ.k . We emphasize that R t • D, where • denotes function composition, is not monotonic with respect to . For causality extensions like Γ t , we have:
Implementations in operational formalisms
Using our later representation, implementations in operational formalisms can easily be obtained. In an interleaved execution model where the labels denote atomic actions, the maximal behaviors of a single later are the linearizations of the maximal deadlock-free prefix. The set of maximal behaviors of a set of laters is the union of the linearizations of the individual laters. In turn, linearizations can easily be transformed to process algebraic expressions using the delayed choice operator [BM95] . The implementation of our running example corresponds to the following CSP-style implementation:
6 Relation between specification and implementation
In this section, we investigate whether compositional MSC specifications are trace equivalent to their implementations, i.e. for all A and t:
The implementation contains the specification
In this section we show that the specification is contained in the implementation, i.e. for all A and t: M
. It can be proved as follows:
The specification contains the implementation
In this section we derive conditions under which the implementation is contained in the specification, i.e. for all A and t:
]. We will set up an inductive argument based on the structure of the high-level MSC. Thereto we assume that the following rewrite rules have been applied:
These rules do not change the occurrences of choice, but they ensure that the first argument of sequential composition is just a single bMSC. 
Empty This is the base case, which has a very simple proof:
Sequential composition This inductive case can be proved as follows:
The step marked • follows from the following rule, where m denotes a later that does not order events in different instances, and M denotes a set of laters:
Alternative composition This inductive case can be proved as follows:
The step marked is not only a sufficient condition, but also a necessary one. Since it does not hold for each MSC, we will study it further.
Safe choice
In Section 7 we will relate various realizability criteria to condition before. In this section, we first strengthen this condition into a more convenient one. By definition of R t • D, it is equivalent to:
Or formulated differently, for each function f ::
])] representing the chosen later per instance, (at least) one of the following holds (where g and h denote functions):
Checking this condition is quite involved in practice, since arbitrary combinations of projected laters (i.e. from both M To reduce the number of combinations, we strengthen 3 this condition for non-empty set I into what we call the safe choice property: there exists an instance k such that for each instance j : j = k both
] of instance j denotes a later from MSC B that is no prefix of any behavior on the other side of the choice, i.e. from any later from MSC A. Note that behaviors occuring both in MSC A and MSC B are no problem for the choice between A and B.
The advantage of this condition is that in the left-hand side of the , the combinations of projected laters contain only one later n from B, while all other laters are from A. Furthermore, it is less symmetric due to instance k and condition j = k, see non-local choice below. Finally, we stress that this condition is stronger than the previous one, see non-deterministic choice below.
Realizability criteria
The safe choice property of the previous section implies that the specification and the implementation are trace equivalent; otherwise the specification may not be realizable. In this section we convert the realizability criteria from [MGR05] to high-level MSCs with binary choice, and generalize them to compositional MSC with co-regions. We first depict how the criteria are classified in comparison with safe choice and the original derived condition from the previous section:
derived condition safe choice ¬ non-local choice propagating choice ¬ non-deterministic choice ¬ race choice
Non-local choice
A choice between two MSCs is local if at most one instance has initiative in these MSCs; otherwise several instances can independently start executing different MSCs. An instance has initiative in an MSC if some first event of the instance is labeled with either an internal action, or sending a message, or receiving a message that was sent before the choice. The choice in our running example is non-local, since due to events e 4 and e 8 both X and Y have initiative. Non-local choice follows naturally from safe choice, and in particular from its -terms. Observe that a later n is likely to be problematic if for each labeldisjoint later x we have Γwhich means that later n contains an initiating event. Due to condition j = k in the definition of safe choice, only instance k may have initiative, i.e. no two different instances, say i and j, may have initiative. This leads to the non-local choice criterion:
The difference with other variants of non-local choice in [BAL97, HJ00, MGR05] is in our first two conjuncts on both m and n, where we ensure that safe choice is violated.
Propagating choice
Absence of non-local choice is not sufficient to guarantee safe choice. It does guarantee that there is at most one instance that determines the choice, viz. instance k in the definition of safe choice. The other instances j have no initiative and hence their chosen laters n are characterized by Γ t .n [ ]. What remains to guarantee safe choice is that the other instances can resolve the choice, which is characterized by the propagating choice property (see also [MGR05] ): for each instance j both
Non-deterministic choice
Propagating choice is an important property, but it is not easy to apply. A simple case that violates it is when the MSCs contain behaviors m and n that are different, although they share a common prefix p, i.e. p m and p n. In case such a prefix p starts with a receipt behavior, instance j cannot resolve the choice using one of its initial events. This is characterized by the non-deterministic choice criterion (see also [MGR05] ): 
Race choice
Absence of non-deterministic choice is not sufficient to guarantee propagating choice. It does guarantee that each instance j can resolve the choice when no initiating receipt event can end up receiving a message intended for a non-initial receipt event in another MSC. The other cases are characterized by the race choice criterion (see also [MGR05] , compare race conditions):
(∃j :: (∃g, n ::
In [HJ00] the reconstructible choice criterion is proposed in order to guarantee realizability, and it is mentioned explicitly that the communication channels are not assumed to be order preserving. However, this claim contradicts their example of a reconstructible MSC [HJ00, Figure 15 ].
To illustrate our race choice criterion, we have copied the bMSCs from this example into Figure 2 . The high-level MSC (which contains iteration) can be characterized as the smallest solution of:
Implementations allow behaviors that start as depicted in Figure 3 In terms of our classification, this example suffers from race choice. Possible witnesses of the existential quantifications in its definition are characterized by 
Conclusions and further work
We have developed a denotational semantics for compositional MSC through our extension of pomsets with deadlocks. In this formalism we have studied realizability, especially of the choice construct. We have discussed various proposed realizability criteria and shown completeness of our classification in [MGR05] .
Realizability problems can also be detected by verifying the implementation [UKM03] . However, it is far more effective to have criteria for specifications, and to develop ways to make specifications realizable [HJ00] . For the latter, we plan to evaluate our proposals in [MG05, MGR05] using the current framework, and to automate them.
A possible extension is to explore other realizability criteria, especially since safe choice is a real strengthening. In addition, more syntactical criteria would better allow automation. Also the realizability of other MSC constructs may be studied, of which parallel composition is a challenging one.
A Proofs about the prefix order on laters

A.1 Corollary of the definition
We first prove that E p ⊆ E q is a corollary of (E p , < p , l p ) (E q , < q , l q ). E p ⊆ E q ≡ {set calculus; definition of E q } (∀f : f ∈ E p : f ∈ E q ∧ f ∈ ∆.(E q , < q , l q )) ≡ {definition of ∆} (∀f : f ∈ E p : f ∈ E q ∧ (∀e : e < q e : ¬(e < q f ))) ⇐ {condition 1; condition 4: f ∈ E p ∧ e ∈ E p ⇒ ¬(e < q f )} (∀e : e < q e : e ∈ E p ) ≡ {proof by contradiction; definition of E p } (∀e : e < q e ∧ e ∈ E p : e ∈ ∆(E p , < p , l q )) ≡ {condition 2 gives e < p e; definition of ∆} true
A.2 Variants of the definition
To simplify some future proofs, we prove that exploiting condition 4, condition 2 is equivalent to the stronger condition
After strengthening condition 2, condition 4 is equivalent to the weaker condition (∀e, f : e < q f ∧ f ∈ E p : e ∈ E p ). We prove it by showing how it can be used to prove condition 4:
(∀e, f : e < q f ∧ f ∈ E p : e ∈ E p ) ≡ {weak condition 4 gives e ∈ E p ; definition of E p } (∀e, f : e < q f ∧ f ∈ E p ∧ e ∈ E p : e ∈ ∆.(E p , < p , l p )) ⇐ {strong condition 2} (∀e, f : e < p f ∧ f ∈ E p : e ∈ ∆.(E p , < p , l p )) ≡ {trading; definition of E p } (∀e, f : e < p f ∧ e ∈ ∆.(E p , < p , l p ) : f ∈ ∆.(E p , < p , l p )) ≡ {definition of ∆; transitivity of < p } true If E q ⊆ E p then weak condition 4 reduces to true.
A.3 Transitivity
We prove transitivity of by assuming that (E p , < p , l p ) (E q , < q , l q ) and (E q , < q , l q ) (E r , < r , l r ). Using the definition of we thus have:
1pq: E p ⊆ E q 1qr: E q ⊆ E r 2pq: < q ∩(E p × E p ) ⊆ < p 2qr: < r ∩(E q × E q ) ⊆ < q 3pq: l p ∩ (E p × L) = l q ∩ (E p × L) 3qr: l q ∩ (E q × L) = l r ∩ (E q × L) 4pq: (∀e, f : e < q f ∧ f ∈ E p : e ∈ E p ) 4qr: (∀e, f : e < r f ∧ f ∈ E q : e ∈ E q ) Then we show (E p , < p , l p ) (E r , < r , l r ) by proving the four conjuncts corresponding to the definition of :
true (∀e, f : e < r f ∧ f ∈ E p : e ∈ E p ) ⇐ {4pq}
(∀e, f : e < r f ∧ f ∈ E p : e < q f ) ⇐ {corollary E p ⊆ E q } (∀e, f : e < r f ∧ f ∈ E q : e < q f ) ⇐ {2qr}
(∀e, f : e < r f ∧ f ∈ E q : e ∈ E q ) ≡ {4qr} true
